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GIVE US A HAND!
lUlost kids like rock music as -

IVIthey like DEFENDER and I

FEDERAL FUN FANS
Did you know that President Reagan

big fan of

~'eve isc, Stev

also one
Computer

Last year, Steve put together one of

history. It was called the US Festival,

and it took place in California. But

the US Festival was more than just

music. Along with the sounds and sight

There were new computers and

games. Bands like the Talking Heads
and the Police performed. And thou-

festival will featur

yet. But the country

Waylon Jennings

Reagan made his speech at the

opening of Walt Disney's new Epcot
Center in Florida. The Epcot Center is

it teaches people about the future.

Reagan said he thought the Epcot Cents
was a great idea, especially the section

that includes game-like simulators.

"Watch a twelve-year old take evasive

action and score multiple hits." the

President said, "and you will appreciatt

the skills of tomorrow's pilots."

Only a few blocks from the White
House, some of the nation's top artists

were agreeing that video games are

terrific. But not because they help kids

master certain skills. The folks at

the Corcoran Gallery of Art put video

games like DONKEY KONG and
ASTEROIDS on display to show that

COMPUTERS ON LOAN
The public library has always been a

great way for kids to keep informed

ivmg to spend a lot of money.

anyone who asks. But now-
aaays, Dooks aren't the only way to

with the increasing importance of

the library falls behind, that means

e begun reserving ti

irested users. The s<

feet, though. Many li



could be ju.

can be played in silence.

TOPS IN SWAPS
Interested in sharing your owi

computer programs with otN

out what other programmers a

Such th

,d by Ai

:or now, most of these computer
igrams are being placed in office

Idings. These buildings are called

nart buildings" because computers
Urol almost everything that goes on

at opens and closes

) warm, and keeps the

r controlled. The el

program exchanges in the near future for burglars. If an int uder appears.

as well. the computer will ca
automatically.

the police

HOW SMART IS Another program t rns on the radio or

YOUR HOUSE? record player, and fi ds the songs or

Oeople can be smart. Sometimes,
even your dog seems smart. But can

during the day. If yo want to get back

The B-52's "Rock
a building be smart?

It all depends on what you mean by ng by the time you
"smart." Can a dog that's been trained

The computers in s
hands be considered intelligent? Then a lot of things. But th

a building that can watch out for they won't do. Noboc y has invented a



















V2-PRICE CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

DON'T WAIT!
RESERVE YOUR MONTHLY COPY OF

BLIP TODAY!
Become a charter subscriber to BLIP — the only video games
magazine that entertains as much as it informs. Do it now, and
have BLIP delivered to your door every month. Save 50% off the

newsstand price of $1 2.00!

Use the coupon below, or give us the same information on a

piece of paper. Just enclose $6.00, mail, and sit back and wait for

BLIP to show up in your mailbox.

50% SAVINGS CERTIFICATE
MAIL TO: BLIP

, Marvel Comics Group



(Player's Choice

worn)
f 1. you're eading tl s magazine, you're

probably a big fan o
if you're a b deo games, you've
probably n

ouUhe°re Some people liken

oducts to a flood.

Everything

after wave
It's a good thing y du have BLIP to tell

you what Most department

complete stock on
hand. There are just oo many new prod-

e stores don't have the space
to keep all

put together a list of what's

on't have to go to

o get the most out

e game system. If you can't

find what you want in your favorite store.

ask. Most r 1 be happy to order
what you want.

pretty big on the Atari 5200 advar
unit. Now, Atari is releasing a
GALAXIAN for 2600 owners.

"

ime should be out by the time you



Right after GALAXIAN hits the shelves,

swinging Atari fans should look for JUN-
GLE HUNT. This is the Taito arcade

game that features an adventurer who
has a real vine time trying to save his

girlfriend. By August, the VCS version

should be out, soon to be followed by a

52Q0 cartridge.

Next is a game that should have KAN-
GAROO fans hopping for joy. The 5200

m of tl-

different si ;. The 2600 game
o. Both ot

August.

If KANGAROO leaves you feeling a

little punchy, maybe you should go for a

country drive. Atari will be coming out

with two different versions of its hot driv-

ing game, POLE POSITION. The 2600
game should compete well with Acti-

vision cartridges that have pretty much

the original Atari u nit. The 5200 version

of POLE POSITION will compete directly

with ColecoVision s TURBO.
arcade adaptations,

Atari will also release thirteen original

games. Five of the

new "Kids Library " which we told you
issue of BLIP. Atari

Children's Computer
Workshop and Wa t Disney on these, so

look for games tha t will be both educa-

'All of the kid's

aimed at younger

to seven. This m sans that your little

brother or sister won't just have to watch

you play DEFENDER anymore. They'll

be able to join in the fun with games like

BIG BIRD'S EGG CATCH, OSCAR'S
TRASH RACE and COOKIE MONSTER
MUNCH. These games will teach the

alphabet, counting and spelling.

Atari and Mickey Mouse will also come
together in the Kid's Library. A game
called the SORCERERS APPRENTICE
should be out by the middle of August.

Atari is also continuing its RealSports
series. We've already told you about
RealSports TENNIS and SOCCER. Also

due out are various 5200 versions c

RealSports games, along with a
improved version of FOOTBALL.

I company busily releasing new prod-

ucts. Coleco Will keep trying to nibble

away at its competitor's lead by coming
out with games and accessories that try

even harder to capture the arcade feel.

Precise action is the name of the

game with Colecos Roller Controller set.

It seems ironic that Atari's competitor is

coming out with the TrakBall attachment
first. Although Wico has been marketing

a responsive roller controller for a while

now, it's really the Atari games that would

benefit most from an Atari TrakBall.

Packaged with the Coleco device will be
a new game called SLITHER, which will

remind you a lot of CENTIPEDE.

troller market by releasing a new, im-

proved joystick for ColecoVision. The
Super Action Controller set consists of

four precise-touch fingertip triggers. By
pressing the triggers individually or in

combinations, players can control spe-

cific areas of game play. The Super
Action Controller also features an ad-

vanced keypad, a super-responsive joy-

stick, and a speed roller that allows the

player to move faster.

Like all Coleco expansion units, the

Super Action Controller will come with a

new Coleco game. The game will be
SUPER ACTION BASEBALL. In the pre-

views that we've seen, the game looks

fantastic. It will have multi-screen graph-

ics, realistic "camera angles," and a wide
variety of strategy options.

Coleco is getting into the realistic

sports market quickly. Besides SUPER



' ACTION BASEBALL, fans will also get

to try their skill at FOOTBALL and BOX-
ING by the middle of the summer. The
football game will feature realistic sound
effects and more players under your

control than other games offer.

Colecos BOXING is more than just a

adaptations that we've told you about in

le past. Guess which popular film this

Coleco cartridge comes from? Here's a
' '

: one of the boxers pictured in the

game has a Mohawk haircut.

Coleco is devoting a lot of attention to

sports games that rival Intellivision and

Atari RealSports. But Coleco isn't forget-

that its big strength is in bringing

ide games into your living room.

Fans of BUCK ROGERS, MR. DO and

ooieco is onngmg inese lavomes nume

TPattel
Jthe release of st

x Intellivision that does mi

yap away at you.

SPACE SHUTTLE is one

erstellar strategy games th

got to

d fields

Three different voices will help

through your mission. The game also

has seven different screen views. You

can watch your instrument panel, launch

pad, radar screen, deep space, and

Mattel is also getting into arcade ac

tations. Both BURGER TIME and LOCO-
MOTION should be out by the time

read this. Mattel has really had to scr

ble since ColecoVision grabbed a large

part of the arcade-game market. These
two adaptations should measure I

well Mattel has done at competing with

the newer company.
One place where Mattel's leadership

still remains pretty strong is in sports

games. But even here, Coleco and Atari

are gaining ground. Coleco's i

baseball game will feature a serie

multi-screen views. Mattel is also reli

ing a new baseball cartridge, MAJOR
LEAGUE ALL STAR BASEBALL. It r

"

include views of the action that loot

lot like TV sportscast pictures. lmpro\

ments over the original MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL include fly balls, rr

pitches, and better sound effects. S
—you'll still have to bring your own
dogs.

Mattel will also be coming out wi

whole slew of original adventure games.
In MISSION X, you're on a se—

'

bombing mission. You fly over enemy
territory, wiping out battleships, tanks,

artillery guns, and bridges. Action takes

place both at day and during the night,

look for Then there's the second DUNGEONS
rtridges AND DRAGONS cartridge, called tr

rtridges TREASURES OF TARMIN. This will be
yboard. a continuation of the search-and-strategy

o game game that we told you about in an

ice syn- For old-time game fans, Mattel wi

a game coming out with a video version of I

han just BALL. "Tilt" controls will not be a

hose in- For aspiring rock stars, Mattel wi

ake you coming out with a new variation of

,
you've TROSMASH that uses the piano keyboard

through accessory available with Intellivision II.

In ASTROMUSIC, you have to shoot

down notes to play well-known songs.

Another game for musicians is called

MELODY MAKER. This one is rt

serious than ASTROMUSIC. It all

you to compose your own music.
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HOW THE GAME IS PLAYED

with Snapjaws (which some people

Piranhas), Nitpickers and Stooky Birds,

probably won't find any of these be

in your social studies book. But they'

deadly to Donkey Kong Jr., and they a

mean, in anybody's book.

he can use. In the original gar

carpenter had hammers to fight wi

won't find many hammi

;e any young monkey,

unlock the cage Mario



CONTROLS
You use the ColecoVision controller in

three different ways. The keypad is used to

one or two players at varying speed levels.

The joystick controls Junior s movements
Push forward, and he'll climb. Move right or

left, and Junior will grab the side vines, which

tion If you pull the joystick toward you. Junior

swing from side to side when he's at the

;e the big leap, though. If

ber of fruits on any given screen. Don't use
all of them up before you have gotten to all

has to take the long way up. This means
wing from platform to chains, to island tc

ains, to platform and back to chains.

All this while watching out for the enemies

e DONKEY KONG JR., I

IM\# 1 IV9 • From the jump board, Junior will reach

• The first screen starts in the jungle. either two long cha

Junior is waiting at the lower left, while Mario you jump to one of t

and his daddy are at the upper left. But Jun-

ior cant just go straight up to get his papa
oon as you let go.

of vines, islands and platforms, finally climb- • Climb the cha ns quickly, and move
ing up, and then running across the highest to the right by grab sing the upper chains.

platform to reach the key. Watch out for Stookybirds! They'll come at

between the platforms

above you. The birc

come at you from different directions. Red with eggs. The highe you get. the more birds

snapjaws can move up, down, left or right, and eggs come afle you. Again, the fruits

and are already on the board when the game will help. But there are just not enough fruits

to get rid of all your e

constantly by Mario. They can only travel in You have to use caution and skill to stay out

you've scored 10,000 points. The best way
to get to that score is to hit the enemies with

Ihe Iruil •
I h v • .vo .'.'

in PAC-MAN, every hit that follows the first

is worth more than the last one. A few well-





feature a Blip Tips on TRONS DEADLY

m TRONS DEADLY DISCS, w

On MOUSETRAP lor Alan, there is no

sion of the game. Why' Is the hawk jus! lor

Chicago, IL

their Atari version of MOUSETRAP doesn't

MOUSETRAP is absent.

id the Fake, Blip Quiz and Blip Tips. Blip

ybody want to know how lo play Coleco-

sion VENTURE II they didn't have the

in VENTURE are apptical



saw Bushnell's SPACE
RACE and Baer's ODYSSEY,
the laughter stopped.

Some people realized then

that the home computer

games." like Hide-and-Seek and
When people first heard Tennis. All the ODYSSEY

about these inventions, they games were very simple. A

were sure that Bushnell and f
:--'- •

computerized space game
that could be played on a
special television screen.

Ralph Baer, working in New
Hampshire, had an idea for

Bushnell's SPACE R,

compared with today's games
like TRON or ZAXXON, the

black-and-white PONG

volley a little blip back and

wasn't sophisticated, but

PONG was a big hit every-

an empire. PONG was the

TAKING
IT HOME
PONG was a big hit for

about three years in the

pinball arcades. Then in



People agaii 1 thought

Bushne
pend $50 on such ,

any might be

i the arcade

and lea iving rooms

to Monopoly.

Ther
PONG .vore. r f course.

Once again, people

laughed. The new game
machine originally cost

though the s

right. In 197;

Atari VCS sv

id TELSTAR. It d

well, either. Eve
nal PONG was ir

PICKING
AN APPLE

But off in another ci

was beginning to introduce

adapted from popular arcade

games. By the middle of

1979. stores just couldn't

get hold of enough VCS
machines. Everybody wanted
to play games like SPACE
INVADERS and BREAKOUT

industry was changing.

People wanted more. They
wanted more games, they



Component waited for that arcade-like cartridge games
keyboard. And waited. And STAR RAIDERS, intro-

waited. Going from games to

computing wasn't going to

computers. It was soon
expected. followed by MISSILE

COMMAND. PAC-MAN,

A CROWDED DEFENDER and SPACE
INVADERS. All these games

FIELD were available for Atari's

VCS and its computers.
The idea of a combination These days, Atari's engi-

video game/computer system neers design a game for the

is a success, they redesign

Odyssey system with a currently available. A game
keyboard. The keyboard

it couldn't make the system

like CENTIPEDE is now

whether they haveTheMuT
in the arcades, with a VCS

A small company called or Atari 5200, or by using

one of the 400 800 1200
game/keyboard computer

Mattel's design. But the

of CENTIPEDE.
You'll find that the game

Atari was the first company
to really make the video-

game'computer connection. the future of video games is

challenge you

videomaze games
for only $2.50

Only you,

Venus by workin,

VuSjJMER
KOZIAKIN



It's been a while since we gave you a BLIP Wordhunt puzzle. We figured

it was time for another one. But this time, we aren't going to give you a list

of the names hidden in the puzzle.

Instead, we've given you a clue for each one. First read the clues and

see if you can figure out which arcade game each one refers to. Then find

the names of the 15 games hidden in the puzzle. The names read from the

left or right, from the top or bottom, or on a diagonal in any direction.

If you need help getting started, take a look

should be the easiest one to find in the puzzle.

A I F O C E N T I

it clue number 3. That
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Up-to-the-Minute News on Video Games

ON THE SHELVES RIGHT NOW: Believe it or not, the Atari 5200
is finally coming into its own. After months and months of waiting

and waiting, game players were getting a little upset at the lack of

software for this advanced system. But now, Atari has released a

whole series of arcade adaptations, most of which should be in the

stores very soon. Look for DIG DUG, ROBOTRON, PENGO, JOUST
and POLE POSITION. Coming soon: TEMPEST!

06
Arcade games
1. POLE POSITION (Atari)

UP-AND-COMERS
LU 2. TIME PILOT (Centuri)

-J 3. POPEYE (Nintendo)J 4. FRONT LINE (Taito)
LU 5. JOUST (Williams)

gaming's number one independent software supplier
t/1 6. Q'BERT (Gottlieb)

H
LU

7. SUPER ZAXXON (Sega)

8. BABY PAC-MAN (Bally)

9. MILLIPEDE (Atari)

00 10. JUNGLE HUNT (Taito) scenario, and vivid graphics So far. SAFECRACKER

is available only lor the VCS system But it it

ttl
Home games the game may appeal by Christmas.

1. MS. PAC-MAN (Atari)
LU
-J
-J
LU

2. RIVER RAID (Activision)
Arcades: The newest trend in the arcades is

3. PITFALL (Activision)

4. FROGCER (Parker Brothers)

5. CENTIPEDE (Atari)

6. VANGUARD (Atari)

H- 7. PHOENIX (Atari)

(/) 8. PAC-MAN (Atari)
.-,< FUH.IF IV In™ i mndis BUMP &

LU 9. DONKEY KONG (Coleco)
the" "cute*

3

games'wTttelctioVoU Sin'!'

"'

CO 10. DRAGON FIRE (Imagic)



OLD ARCADE HITS DON'T DIE, THEY JUST GET PLAYED OUT!
HERE IS OUR VIEW OF WHICH GAMES ARE HOT, AND WHICH
ONES ARE COOLING DOWN MORE THAN A BIT. Blazing is Sega's
space adventure game, BUCK ROGERS PLANET OF ZOOM. But over
on the other side of the arcade, it's getting a little chilly around
Taito's QIX.

CAN YOU TOP THIS?
Here are the high scores for the most
popular games, courtesy of the TWIN
GALAXIES INTERNATIONAL AR-
CADE SCOREBOARD.

POLE POSITION
65,460 Mike Klug

San Jose, CA

TIME PILOT
1,892,000 John Roberts

Pittsburgh. NY

POPEYE
317,850 Steve Harris

Kansas City, MO
FRONT LINE

166,000 Bob Dziura

Manchester, NH
JOUST

33,167,250 Bob Weiss
San Jose, CA

Just in case you wanted to know,
Bob Weiss attained his record score

on the new. more difficult version of

JOUST—and it took him 22 hours!

BILLBOARD'S BEST
Billboard Magazine is the trade paper of

the music business. These days, they list

best-selling video game cartridges, along

Billboard recently handed out some

of BLIP, you've seen at least one article

about each of the winners listed here.

Video Game Designer of the Year:

Rob Fulop, for DEMON ATTACK. (See

BLIP No. 2)

Video Game Marketing Award: Acti-

vision, for PITFALL. (See BLIP No. 1)

Video Game Superstar: Arnold C.

Greenberg, President of Coleco. (See
BLIP No. 4)

Video Game of the Year: DONKEY
KONG. (See BLIP No. 2)

A A A A A
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sequel, says the dictionary, is

something that follows as a

result of some earlier happen-

ing. Video game sequels in-

clude SPACE INVADERS
DELUXE; FRENZY, which came from

BERZERK; and STARGATE, a child

of DEFENDER. There are quite a few

Book and movie sequels have <

tation for not being very successful.

Video game sequels did nothing to

change that image—until MS. PAC-
MAN. While the game may never equal

3 enormous popularity of just plain

^C-MAN, MS. PAC-MAN is lo '

i, and kids line up to play it.

change people's thinking about sequels.

;. Pac-W lerself h bright i

d flut-

tering eyelids. When a
her, she faints instead of deflating.

As for the game, the biggest difference

between it and the original is that there

are four different mazes to master. PAC-
MAN, of course, has only one. This fea-

ture helps to make MS. PAC-MAN a truly

challenging game, one in which you're

constantly being tested.

It's possible to score well over 100,000
points in MS. PAC-MAN. (At this writing,

the record is 286,410, held by Mike

Lepkosky of Houston, Texas.) But

;ores in the one million range, which

•e racked up in PAC-MAN every once
a while, seem out of the question.

HOW THE GAME
IS PLAYED
As in PAC-MAN, you try to eat d<

pursuing you. You also gobble U|

monsters whenever it becomes pos

(after you've eaten an energizer an

L

ie beginning of each bo;

ntrate on devouring di

Save the energizers until mos



In boards one through seven,

a fruit symbol appears at the bot-

tom of the screen. Check the

chart to find out which symbols
appear on a given board.

The symbols also appear twice

during each board and dance
about the screen. If your ambition

is to build a high score, rather

than just to survive, you should

devour the fruit at every oppor-

tunity, grabbing it on the run. But
beware. Often when you go after

a piece of fruit, the monsters will

change direction and head for it,



*MAP'yA ~MgAA

1. DONKEY KONG
2. BURGER TIME
3. Q*BERT
4. PAC-MAN
5. POPEYE
6. VENTURE
7. STAR TREK
8. CENTIPEDE
9. GORF

10. JUNGLE KING
11. DIG DUG
12. KANGAROO
13. PHOENIX
14. BERZERK
15 CARNIVAL





Star League Baseball.

It Makes Dreams Come True
On The Atari 400/800/1200XL

And Commodore 64.

ing STAR LEAGUE" BASEBALL by And, of course, STAR LEAGUE'" BASEBALL
GAMESTAR. For the Atari Home Computers

|ets vou plav solitaire aqainst a hard-hittmq com-

STAR LEAGUE" BASEBALL brings home a

pastime. For starters, it otters the most lifelik

I

ing sounds of real baseball, from the crack of the

Ask for STAR LEAGUE" BASEBALL by

, GAMESTAR at your nearest Atari- or Com-

rado;^a
d

f

*e

ar
,,hepi,cher,o,hearc(an i

modore dealer today and make your major
league dream come true. Or write: GAMESTAR
INC., 1302 State Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101

STAR LEAGUE" BASEBALL lets you choos (805) 963-3487 for our free catalog and Tips for

your starting team and pitcher. You can even brin 3 Stars #2 (for STARBOWL" FOOTBALL owners).

WE BRING SPORTS ALIVE.


